ASEE Gulf-Southwest Section Annual Conference
April 4-6, 2018 Austin, Texas

CALL FOR PROFESSIONAL PAPERS
The American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) Gulf‐Southwest
(GSW) Section Annual Conference will be held April 4-6, 2018. The
conference will be hosted by the Cockrell School of Engineering at the
University of Texas at Austin. Engineering and technology educators and
industry professionals are invited to submit papers covering the general
conference theme Engineering Education Research: Improving
Engineering Teaching and Learning. Topical papers are solicited, but not
limited to the following topics:
• Engineering Education Research
• Active, Experiential, and Collaborative Learning
• Student Outcomes Assessment and Evaluation
• Instilling Professional Skills in Engineering Students
• Engineering Diversity and Inclusiveness
• Design Studios, Maker Shops, and Collaboratory Spaces
• Using New Technologies in the Classroom
The organizing committee invites potential authors to submit abstracts for
original contributions that align with the general theme of the conference.
Authors should submit abstracts in PDF format including a descriptive title,
names and affiliations of all the authors, and up to a 300‐word description of
the material to be presented at the conference. Upload the PDF abstract at
the conference website noted below. By submitting a paper, and upon its
acceptance, one of the authors is committed to attending and providing an
oral presentation of their work at the conference.

CALL FOR STUDENT POSTERS
A special feature of the 2018 ASEE GSW meeting will be a student
poster competition. The organizing committee invites students, both
undergraduate and graduate, to submit a 300-word description of a proposed
poster. The poster could pertain to a class project, a special laboratory set-up,
a service learning experience, a K-12 STEM outreach, or undergraduate and
graduate research projects. The PDF poster description should be uploaded
at the conference website noted below. By submitting a poster, and upon
its acceptance, the student is committed to attending the conference and
providing an oral description of the poster during the poster competition.

Submit Paper Abstracts and Poster Descriptions by visiting:

http://www.aseegsw18.com/

Key Dates
October 15, 2017
Abstracts/Descriptions for
Papers/Posters Due
November 10, 2017
Acceptance Notification*
January 15, 2018
Draft Papers/Posters Due
February 10, 2018
Paper/Poster Reviews
Returned to Authors
March 15, 2018
Final Papers/Posters Due
*Note: Templates for both
Papers and Posters will be
distributed to authors at the
time of acceptance.

The conference proceedings will be
distributed in electronic form, and
certificates will be given for the “Best
Professional Paper,” “Best Graduate
Student Poster,” and “Best
Undergraduate Student Poster”.
For more information contact:

rbarr@mail.utexas.edu

